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Adapting to Learning 
Styles
Janet Merriman
How Do You Maximize Learning 
in a Lesson?
The First Time: 
Earthwork Planning
• Lecture: 68 Slides
• Sequential 
• Slides: Mostly words/bullets 
• Discuss formulas and show results
• Show plots of solutions
• HW: Complete Earthwork 
Calculations & Plot Mass Diagrams
• HW grade average F12: 65%
A Model of Learning Styles
Perception
Sensing (S) Intuitive (N)
Input Modality
Visual (Vs) Verbal (Vb)
Processing
Active (A) Reflective (R)
Understanding
Sequential (Sq) Global (G)
R.M. Felder & R. Brent, Effective Teaching
Perception
Sensing (S) Learners Intuitive (N) Learners
External input (See, hear, 
taste, touch, smell)
Internal input (thoughts, 
memories, images)
Practical Imaginative
Observant (details) Meanings
Concrete thinkers Abstract thinking
Repetition Variety
Methodical Quick
Like working with details Like working with concepts
Labs Lectures
R.M. Felder & R. Brent, Effective Teaching
Volume: Average End 
Area Method
Volume [net cy] =
Assumes that the ground
between the two end
areas changes
in a linear fashion.
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Construction Planning, Equipment, and Methods:  Eighth Edition Peurifoy • Schexnayder • Shapira • Schmitt
Input Modality
Visual (Vs) Learners Verbal (Vb) Learners
-pictures -spoken words
-diagrams -written words
-sketches
-schematics
-flow charts
-plots
“Show 
Me”
“Explain 
it to me”
R.M. Felder & R. Brent, Effective Teaching
Earthwork Volumes: 
Mass Diagram
Dig out the high spots
Build up/fill the 
low spots
Use the excess (borrow)
Processing
Active (A) Learners Reflective (R) Learners
Process actively (do, then 
reflect)
Process reflectively (Think, 
then do)
Think out loud Work introspectively
Tend to jump in prematurely Tend to delay starting
Like group work Like solo or pair work
“Let’s try it 
out and see 
how it goes”
“Let’s think it 
through and 
then try it”
R.M. Felder & R. Brent, Effective Teaching
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STRIPPING
Cut sections: subtract the stripping. 
Amount is not available for embankment
Construction Planning, Equipment, and Methods:  Eighth Edition Peurifoy • Schexnayder • Shapira • Schmitt
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Understanding
Sequential (Sq) Learners Global (G) Learners
Build understanding in logical,
sequential steps
Absorb information randomly, 
then synthesize the big picture
Function with partial 
understanding of information
Need the big picture in order 
to function with information
Make steady progress Large leaps in understanding 
with little progress between 
them
Good at analytical thinking Can’t explain easily
Synthesis, holistic thinking
The 
Trees
The 
Forest
R.M. Felder & R. Brent, Effective Teaching
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The road…
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The road…
Cross 
Sections
CUT Volume
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The road…
Cross 
Sections
CUT Volume
FILL Volume
A Model of Learning Styles
Perception
Sensing (S) Intuitive (N)
Input Modality
Visual (Vs) Verbal (Vb)
Processing
Active (A) Reflective (R)
Understanding
Sequential (Sq) Global (G)
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Now: 
Earthwork Planning
• Lecture (Vb) on theory (N) interspersed 
with an exercise (A) (S)
• Start with big picture (G)
• Approach the method sequentially (Sq)
• Perform calculations & have students 
perform subsequent calculations & plot (A)
• Think-pair-share (R)
• Use pictures/photos for concepts (Vs)
• HW: Complete Earthwork Calculations & 
Plot Mass Diagrams
• HW grade average F14: 81%
Questions?
www.ncsu.edu/effective_teaching
• Learning styles
• Index of learning styles
